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Reserve: Reserve adding course for 
multiple lecturers 

COURSE RESERVE IN ALMA 

A Reserve item is an item that an instructor has requested to be placed in the 

Reserve materials collection for an academic period.  These instructions currently 

only deal with physical items, not scanned or electronic links. 

There are three steps in placing an item on Reserve in ALMA: 

 Create the Course list - which has the information regarding the name of the 

course and the unit code and an active date. 

 Attached to the course list is a reading list, these are citations that link to the 

Course list.  It lets the students know what they should be reading; it does not 

put the physical item on reserve.   

 Make the physical item a 'Reserve loan' and link it to the course code. 

 

In some cases there may be multiple lecturers teaching the same course.  This 

situation requires the following: 

Checking for a course list 

 

Firstly check to see that the course list has not already been created for the unit: 

1. ALMA main menu - under Course Reserves , select Courses 

2. In the top right hand corner in the search box, type in the code you are looking 

for and select "Course code" from the drop down menu and click on go. 

 

 

Image 1. Searching for a course list. 
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3. If the course is found it will be listed below the search box.  Click on the 

course code or actions/edit and edit as required. 

4. If the course does not exist for the required lecturer you will need to add as 

described below. 

Adding a course for a 2nd lecturer teaching the same course 

 

1. First check if instructor has a borrowing record in ALMA, if not a record will 

need to be created.  Create record using instructions in Operations Manual for 

RMIT Staff.  Contact lecturer via email to let them know a borrowing record 

has been created. 

2. ALMA main menu - under Course Reserves, select Courses 

3. In top left hand corner - click on "Add course" 

4. Input: 

 Code (Course code plus a space)   

 Name (Course name and number 1 in brackets) 

 eg Pharmacy practice 1 (1) 

 Processing department  (your site eg Swanston reserve) 

 Instructor (Lecturers name) 

 Start Date (Automatically day of input) 

 Number of participants (Leave blank) 

 Year (Leave blank) 

 Section (Leave Blank) 

 Academic Department (Select from the drop down list ) 

 Terms list (Leave blank)  

 Status (Leave, will change automatically) 

 End date (Change to 31 March following year) 

 Weekly hours (Leave blank) 

 Once complete press save 

 

 

Image 2:  Data input to create course list 
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Adding Reading lists / adding citations to reading list  
 

Once you have created the course, a reading list can be attached.  From the courses 

page: 

1. Search for the relevant course in "find" in the right hand corner 

2. Click on "actions" and select "Reading list" 

3. Click on "Add reading list" 

4. Input:  

 Code - same code but add space and (1)  

 Name - same as course list but add space (1) 

 Owner - input campus reserve e.g. Swanston, Reserve Processing 

 Status - being prepared;  

 Due back date - defaults to end date. 

 Click on "Add and close" 

 

 

 

Image 3. Inputting data into reading list.  

 

 Once the "Add Reading List" box  has closed, click on the Actions button and 

select "Work on" 
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Image 4. Adding citations to the Reading list. 

 

 "Add repository citation" for physical items in collection.  In the search box 

scan in the barcode of the item. 

 As well as "Add repository citation", there are two other options.  "Add non-

repository citation"  for adding citations from  outside of the RMIT collection, 

and  "Add brief" for creating a brief record - for example a lecturers own copy, 

and is covered in other instructions. 

 When the citation is found, tick on box to left of title and click "select". 

 

  

Image 5.   Selecting citation for inclusion on reading list. 

 Once you have added all the items - change the status to "complete" and then 

click "save" in the top right hand corner. 

 

  

Image 6: Completing the Reading list. 
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Add item to reserve 

1.  

When adding an item to reserve, ensure you have selected the campus you 

are adding the item for to have the correct options to choose from. 

2. In ALMA main menu under "Resource requests" select "Scan in items" 

3. In the top tab, select "Change item information" 

4. Input: 

 Change type - stays as temporary 

 Location - select Reserve 

 Call number type - Change to Dewey Decimal Classification 

 Reading list - type in the code, and the name of the list should appear, 

click on it. 

 Scan in barcode -  

 Due back - will default to the end date. 

 Item policy - do not use. 

 Call number - unchanged 

 New barcode - unchanged. 

 Click on OK to save. 

 

Image 7.  Item transferred into reserve with a four hour loan period 

 


